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Night is a work in 2 movements, each depicting different aspects or qualities of 
night. Several instruments are given solo roles to depict the many parts of a night, from 
the wind, stars, moon, and the individual observing the night. 
The first movement, an introduction and prelude, brings forth elements of the 
overwork. These elements are later developed in the later movements. 
 The second movement uses the solo clarinet as a character trying to escape an 
enveloping night. The dissonance and darkness seem overwhelming at points and push 

































2 Flutes (2° doubling Piccolo) 
2 Oboes (2° doubling English Horn) 
2 Bb Clarinets  
1 Bass Clarinet 
2 Bassoons  
1 Contrabassoon 
 
3 Horns in F (straight mute) 
3 Trumpets in C (Plunger, straight mutes) 




1°, 2°, 3°: Vibraphone, Claves, Glockenspiel, Claves, Snare Drum, 
Guiro, Tam-Tam, Brake Drum, Wood Blocks (3). 
Harp 
 
16 1st Violins 




The score is written in C except for Piccolos, Contrabassoon, Glockenspiel, Celeste, and 
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q = 50, Dying away
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*** Very slow crescendo and decrescendo between ppp and pp.
Claves
Bowed Vibraphone
* Performer's decision on pitch
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~q =  80, Slightly slower
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* Rall. Decres. (ignore conductor) 
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* Rall. Decres. (ignore conductor) 
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